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Abstract 

 
This paper presents a case history of applying modern borehole image interpretation techniques to carbonate reservoir evaluation in a 
development well from the Permian Basin. The new borehole image interpretation technique was developed specifically to evaluate 
the porosity and permeability of carbonate reservoirs by integrating the high resolution data from an electrical borehole image log with 
the conventional wireline logs. 
 
As shown in the paper, the Xtended Range Micro-Imager (XRMI) with improved signal to noise ratio and expanded dynamic range, 
was able to generate very high resolution borehole images showing millimeter size features in the fabric of carbonate beds. The micro-
conductivity signal was then analyzed with the help of a newly developed software technique that first equates the total signal with 
total porosity that is then resolved into fractions correlatable with micro-, primary- and secondary porosity. The new technique of 
image interpretation uses published models to equate carbonate rock types and their porosity types with permeability. 
 
Integrated analysis of XRMI and other logs from a well drilled in a Wolfcamp carbonate reservoir in the Permian Basin (USA) shows 
that the facies and layer boundaries, the internal fabric of the carbonates, and the estimates of different porosity fractions and 
permeability determined by using the new imager and the new interpretation technique closely follow the core descriptions and 
laboratory analysis of porosity and permeability. The results are encouraging as these correlations should be applicable to newly 
drilled wells in similar geological facies in this region where there is no core control. 
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To evaluate storage and flow of hydrocarbons
Core description expensive on a regular basis in field development



Micro – Porosity filled by immovable wetting fluid
Interparticular  - fluids that can flow
Secondary – Vugs and dissolution features that may or may not 
contribute to fluid flow – Dependant on connectivity
Helps incorporate a geological relationship.  Important to have full core 
description to determine rock type.  Rock types can then be used for other 
wells in t he field with no core.



Work aided by higher resolution and increased computational power.



Well was ideal because Permain with complex t extures and geometries
Great thing about this well was the data obtained 
Grateful to David and Lynn at  Whiting Oil and Gas for releasing the data 
for publication.  Hope you got a chance to see their great poster 
presentation on Monday.



Several basins and uplifts
Case study well drilled on the Central Basin Platform



Conductive mud filtrate will fill pore space.  
Solution enhanced fracture filled with conductive mud filtrate



Need to eliminate effect of clay bound water on porosity calculation; 
large pores typically generate a peak toward far right of the histogram
The histogram has been observed to be bi-modal which allows us to 
distinguish between primary and secondary porosity types



Take one depth point (120 SPF) and plot against corresponding cross plot 
or NMR
User defined Regression to best fit the data.
Apply regression to conductivity image pixels to give us a porosity map



Perform histogram analysis on porosity map to determine Micro and 
Secondary cutoff 
Allows us to estimate micro, interparticular and secondary porosity 
fractions



We have high resolution image porosity 
Need to determine rock fabric number, preferable from core analysis.  So 
we can estimate permeability based on the Jennings & Lucia model. 
This allows consideration of rock typing instead of relying on purely 
mathematical regressions





Now go onto results of the case study



Concentrate on two main zones that are significant in the Wolfcamp 
formation
Here is the log from the Image Perm software showing the upper section.  
Explain log
Deposited as a series of stacked shoals along the platform margin
primarily interparticular porosity enhanced by meteoric d issolution. 
As this zone is primarily driven by interparticular porosity we do not see 
much variation on the histogram





Great correlation between the image and the core in the well
Here we have the Image and permeability estimation against the core for 
the upper grainstones and packstones.
High permeability as expected from the Jennings – Lucia model



Boundstone facies shown with the inner polished and outer rugged 
surfaces of the core.  
Clearly see the corresponding vugs and cavities in both the image and 
core
Exhibited highest porosity >24% and permeability >4000 mD 



The cross checks we can make to validate the results are firstly to use the 
sonic porosity against image primary and secondary porosity
Image porosity and permeability with core porosity and permeabilty
Image micro porosity with NMR BVI porosity



Since we have a core calibration we apply it to field wide studies.  
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